
 

 
 

From the Desk of the ALA President – Steve Rossetti 

Quotes of note 

“We are cutting prices in our commissaries to achieve at least a 25% savings on grocery bills.   Compared to the 
local marketplace, commissaries are one of the best benefits we are able to offer service members and t heir 
families, and we're encouraging them to take advantage of the savings that we can provide.”    Gil Cisneros, 
Undersecretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness   

“…and I'm not exaggerating here -- this is really personal for Secretary Austin. He wants our military men and women to 
be able to come home, to put food on the table, and to have the money in their pocket that they need to be able to live a 
healthy life, a comfortable life while they serve our nation.”  Pentagon spokesman on Secretary Austin’s commitment to 
reducing commissary prices.   

“Don’t use the word charity with regard to the military. This is duty.”  Arnold Fisher.  Founder of Fisher House who 
passed away September 11.  

"We are a food security resource for our customers, and as such, we are doing everything we can to get our precious 
military families the products they need - at the lowest price possible.  Across our agency, we have a renewed focus on 
customer service - every decision we make is through the eyes of our patron - striving to meet their needs, be it extended 
hours, special orders or commissary delivery."  DeCA Director and CEO Bill Moore.   

"Some of the most successful government programs focused on health and nutrition are built around collaboration with 
the private sector.”  John R. Tyson, executive vice president and strategy and chief sustainability officer at Tyson. 

“It’s beautiful! It’s up to date. It’s somewhere I want to come and shop even though I don’t live on post.  The tax-free 
benefit is one of the biggest incentives.  There’s very competitive pricing, especially with inflation, and it’s expensive to 
live here. I have a newborn, so we buy everything from diapers to fishing gear — it’s a one-stop shop.”  AAFES customer 
Army Specialist Carly Goodman on the new AAFES store at Joint Base Lewis McChord.  

“… These are also not the last steps that Secretary Austin and DOD leaders plan to take. The secretary is committed to 
working with service leaders, members of Congress and with advocates for military families on additional initiatives and 
opportunities to take care of our people, and he'll continue listening to our troops and their families about the challenges 
and the pressures they face, and the ways we can help … Fully fund our commissaries to cut prices at the register, with 
goal of achieving at least a 25 percent savings on grocery bills compared to the local marketplace.”  Pentagon 
statement.    

"Grocers exist at the front line of consumer issues, such as price sensitivities from inflation, supply chain disruptions, and 
staffing shortages, they are compelled to choose technology to address these issues and are increasingly aware of its 



benefits in reducing costs, optimizing processes, and in improving both product variety and their customers’ in-store 
experience.”  Invafresh. 

“We have no specific plans on a fee increase at this time.” Costco Chief Financial Officer Richard Galanti in an earnings 
call on whether Costco will raise its membership fees.  

“The food industry has a critical role to play in addressing hunger and helping to improve the nutrition and health of all 
Americans. Grocery stores serve as accessible, convenient, community-based destinations for feeding assistance, 
preventive care, nutrition guidance, and nourishing, practical meal solutions.”  Leslie G. Sarasin, FMI president and CEO 
at a White House food conference. 

“Everywhere we’ve been, the leadership has been very concerned about rising energy costs.”  Retired Lt. Gen. Ray 
Mason, Director of Army Emergency Relief on rising energy costs in Europe.  

“Look, folks, my strategy would also make permanent the Ameri- — an American Rescue Plan program that has made 
sure families, including over 30 million children, had money to buy groceries into the summer months so kids don’t go 
hungry when school isn’t in session.”  POTUS on September 29 at the White House conference for food security.  

“Unfortunately, the storm is coming.”  Retired Lt. Gen. Ray Mason, Director of Army Emergency Relief on rising energy 
costs in Europe coupled with the impact of inflation on troops stationed there.  

By the numbers 

11.5 percent—U.S. households that don’t have enough to eat, up from 10.2 percent last year.    

$72.6 million—Cost of new exchange at Joint Base Lewis McChord that will serve 345,000 patrons.    

1 million—Calls the Navy’s one-stop hotel reservation center expects to take this year now that it’s expanded to 
handle lodging requests at Marine Corps bases worldwide with bookings rising to 900,000 from 400,000 this 
year.  

170 Euros—Increase in utility and maintenance allowances for soldiers with dependents who pay their own 
utility bills in Germany.  In Italy, it increased by 230 euros.    Personnel without dependents receive 75% of those 
increased rates. 

43 of the past 46—Fiscal Years that Congress has passed continuing resolutions to fund the government.  There 
have been 21 funding lapses and 10 shutdowns implemented. 

40 percent--YoY egg price increase.  

23 percent—YoY flour price increase. 

17 percent—YoY milk and bread price increase. 

17 percent—YoY chicken price increase.  

1.4 billion—Fewer free meals provided this year by Feeding America. 

$70 billion—Products stolen from retailers this past year.  



$250 million--Amount Tyson is committing over $250 million over seven years to increase access to protein 
products, particularly at foodbanks.  Tyson also said they would expand an existing program the company has 
where they provide grants for foodbanks for bigger fridges and storage equipment to hold and pack more food. 

This week’s Canary in the Coal Mine:  Rising energy prices in Europe.  

Issues, challenges, innovation, major commissary boost, damaging legislation threatened for exchanges converge to 
underscore the theme of this year’s ALA Annual Convention Oct. 11-13:  "Resale Relevance Renaissance."  Major 
presentations by all resale chiefs, UnderSecretary of Defense Gil Cisneros, and much much more packed into a two-day 
agenda.  Details and registration on the ALA website.   

Government won’t shut down due to a lapse in appropriations.  All in D.C. expect a deal to keep the Government open 
and most expect it to run until mid-December.  On September 26, Senate Appropriation Committee Chairman Patrick 
Leahy (D-Vt.) unveiled a continuing resolution (CR) that would fund the federal government at current Fiscal Year (FY) 
2022 spending levels through December 16, 2022. With current government spending set to expire at midnight on 
September 30, the U.S. Congress is slated to consider the stopgap funding measure this week. The U.S. Senate began 
consideration of the measure on September 27 and the U.S. House of Representatives should consider the CR later in 
the week.  The CR also includes several provisions beyond a direct extension of funding enacted for FY 2022, including 
supplemental and emergency spending and expiring program extensions through the duration the CR. The stopgap 
measure includes: 

• $2 billion for the Community Development Block Grant Disaster Relief (CDBG-DR) program 
• An extension of the Federal Communication Commission’s authority to manage non-governmental use of 

spectrum 
• An extension of the Maternal, Infant and Early Childhood Home Visiting Program (MIECHV) 
• An extension of the Temporary Assistance for Needy Families (TANF) program 
• An extension of the National Flood Insurance Program (NFIP) 
• A provision allowing FEMA to access over $18 billion up front to respond to current and future disasters 
• An extension of child welfare programs authorized under Title IV-B of the Social Security Act, which support 

states, territories, and tribes with funds to protect children; support, preserve and reunite families; and promote 
and support adoption 

• An extension of authorization for several veterans’ homelessness programs under the U.S. Department of 
Veterans Affairs (VA) through September 2024 

Hurricane Ian update.  ALA members report: Updates as of this 11:00 a.m. 9/29: 

• Key West - Closed Tuesday 9/27, Wednesday 9/28, Thursday 9/29 
o Holding deliveries, asking base to take delivery Saturday 

• MacDill - Closed at least until Friday 
o No deliveries until Saturday 
o All personnel safely evacuated 
o All facilities secured/closed until further notice 

• Parris Island closed Friday 9/29 and taking deliveries Saturday. 
• Patrick – Open Wednesday 9/28 

o Closed Thursday 9/29 
o Delayed opening Friday 9/30 0930 
o No deliveries until Saturday 

• Jacksonville NAS - Open Wednesday 9/28 0700-1600 
o Closed Thursday 9/29 and Friday 9/30 
o No deliveries until Saturday 

• Mayport - Open Wednesday 9/28 0900-1700 
o Closed Thursday 9/29 and Friday 9/30 
o No deliveries until Saturday 

https://protection.greathorn.com/services/v2/lookupUrl/b08649bb-9dc2-49fa-b3a7-abe3eb8de358/616/ffbf2735c20dcd3768fa50960acca00c3bcb1ca0


• Kings Bay - Closed through Friday 
o No deliveries until Saturday 

• Tyndall – Expect little to no impact 
• Eglin/Hurlburt – Expect little to no impact 
• Charleston AFB – Anticipate closure Thursday 9/29 at 1800 

o Closed Friday 
• Charleston NWS – Anticipate closure Thursday 9/29 at 1800 

o Closed Friday 
• Parris Island – No anticipated closure 
• Hunter – Open Thursday 9/28 0800-1200 

o Closed Friday 9/29 
o Plan to deliver on Saturday 

• Stewart – Open Thursday 9/28 07300-1200 
o Closed Friday 9/29/2022                
o Plan to deliver on Saturday 

• Moody – Closed Thursday 9/28 and Friday 9/29/2022 
o Plan to deliver on Saturday 

• Shaw – Anticipate early closure Thursday 9/29 
o Closed Friday 
o No deliveries Friday 

AAFES Prepared for Hurricane Ian on the heels of Fiona in Puerto Rico. While AAFES facilities in Puerto Rico are still 
moving forward from Hurricane Fiona, the Exchange is preparing for the likelihood of another hurricane striking its 
military communities, this time in Florida.  As of Monday morning, Sept. 26, Hurricane Ian was moving through the 
Caribbean Sea and heading toward the Gulf of Mexico 

MacDill AFB, in Tampa, issued an installation wide mandatory evacuation order on Monday, telling all non-mission 
essential personnel to evacuate by noon Eastern Time on Tuesday, Sept. 27. 

“We’re right in the middle of the base, which is in a flood area,” Elizabeth Colon, main store manager of the MacDill AFB 
BX, said Monday afternoon. “They started the evacuation today, and by noon Tuesday, everyone will have to be gone. 
The store, Express, Class Six and food court all need to be shut down by noon.” 

On Monday morning, MacDill AFB was at HURCON 4 (winds more than 58 mph expected within 72 hours). The MacDill 
AFB Exchange team placed several emergency orders during the weekend, and fuel and supplies are reportedly in good 
shape. 

Colon said that the store started preparing its exterior for the storm as early as Saturday. 

Tyndall AFB, on the Florida Panhandle, was at HURCON 5 (anticipating surface winds more than 58 mph within 96 hours) 
on Monday morning. 

The Exchange and the base are securing the exterior of buildings in preparation for the storm. 

Fuel and emergency supplies are said to be in good shape at the Tyndall Exchange. 

Patrick SFB, on the Atlantic Coast, was also at HURCON 5. Fuel and emergency supplies are reputedly in good shape 
there. 

Since late last week, when Ian was known as Tropical Depression Nine, the Planning, Allocation and Replenishment 
(PAR) Team has been monitoring the storm, staying in communication with Southeast Region Vice President (VP) Tony 
Pares and with stores, offering an emergency assortment available at the stores’ request  



“Everything that has been requested has been sent,” said PAR Manager Todd Anderson. “One of the things that was 
lacking was water at MacDill and that should arrive Monday night.  

Anderson said that PAR also sent a proactive note to Exchanges in Georgia and the Carolinas, asking if they needed 
supplies, both in preparation for the storm and for its aftermath  

The PAR Team is well-versed in actions it needs to take during such major weather disturbances  

At the outset of every hurricane season, the PAR Team works with other Merchandising teams and with Logistics to 
boost distribution centers’ inventory of high-demand supplies, including water, flashlights, generators, and many other 
necessary items. 

In addition to the PAR Team, the Exchange’s Disaster Support Group (DSG) — a team of Exchange leaders worldwide — 
ensures that the organization is informed of, and prepared for, coming storms. 

DoD hurricane plans.  The Florida National Guard has more than 3,200 soldiers and airmen on state active duty, with 
another 1,800-plus in the pipeline. Florida has pre-positioned Guard soldiers, airmen and equipment at bases and 
armories around the state in preparation for deploying them to areas impacted by the storm. These Guardsmen will 
provide route clearing, search-and-rescue teams to support flood control and security. Aviation assets like helicopters 
are also on standby to assist as required. 

Additionally, five neighboring states are prepared to make an additional 2,000-plus Guardsmen available, should the 
need arise. The Federal Emergency Management Agency, FEMA, is the lead federal agency on this response, and the 
Department of Defense remains in close communication and coordination with FEMA as Ian's landfall becomes 
imminent. 

DOD has approved Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama, Moody Air Force Base, Georgia, Warner Robins Air Force Base, 
Georgia, and Marine Corps Logistics Base Albany, also in Georgia, as incident support base federal staging areas. For 
questions concerning individual DOD bases I'd refer you to the individual services, who can provide you with the most 
up-to-date information about their personnel and their efforts. 

Senate NDAA amendment would expand Skillbridge program to servicemembers transitioning out of the Service to 
supply chain jobs.  

Joint DeCA/AAFES effort as AAFES Plant Begins Production of Bottled Water for Commissaries.  ALA’s Larry Lapka 
reports.  • Gruenstadt, Germany.  AAFES and DeCA are collaborating to ensure a steady flow of fresh, locally sourced 
purified drinking water for service members and their families across Europe. 

“Freedom’s Choice” is DeCA’s private-label bottled water brand. The product joins Culligan and the Exchange’s own 
private-label brand, Nature’s Recipe, as the third line of water bottled at the plant. 

“When DeCA and the Exchange work together, the entire military community benefits,” said Exchange Director/Chief 
Executive Officer (CEO) Tom Shull. 

“Access to clean, potable water is critical to readiness and resiliency, and this strengthened partnership helps ensure 
safe drinking water will continue to be readily available and affordable at European commissaries,” he stated. 

The first shipments of the water arrived at Europe commissaries during mid-September. 

The seeds of the new partnership were planted last summer, when DeCA Director/CEO Bill Moore joined Exchange 
Europe/Africa/Southwest Asia Region Senior Vice President Marla Randolph for a tour of the Exchange’s 92,000-square-
foot Gruenstadt plant, including its water bottling operation. 



This facility houses the bakery where the Exchange produces name-brand bread, cakes and other goods for Exchange 
Express stores and restaurants; commissaries; military dining halls; Morale, Welfare and Recreation (MWR) facilities; 
Department of Defense (DoD) schools; and other DoD entities throughout Europe. 

Impressed with the plant’s water bottling operation, Moore floated the idea of having the Exchange produce Freedom’s 
Choice for the commissary. 

Efforts to launch the initiative began in earnest the following spring, with Exchange Gruenstadt Depot Food Plant 
Operations Manager Don Henson and Water Plant Manager Holger Dittmann taking the lead. 

Additional support was provided by the Finance and Accounting office as well as Randolph and her team. 

“Our service members and their families are winners whenever their commissaries and exchanges collaborate,” Moore 
said. “The Exchange bottling our Freedom’s Choice Water in Germany allows us to offer our patrons quality products at 
significant savings.”  The water, extracted from the deep wells of Gruenstadt, is produced to ensure exceptional taste 
and quality. 

First, it passes through a carbon filter and is softened to remove calcium ions. The water is then purified and sterilized by 
reverse osmosis before minerals are reintroduced. 

The final product sports labels designed by the Exchange in collaboration with DeCA. Freedom’s Choice is available in 
500-milliliter and 1-liter bottles. Production volume will be dictated by ongoing demand, Henson said. 

“This effort further strengthens our partnership with DeCA,” Henson said. “Worldwide, DeCA is the Exchange’s biggest 
Food Plant Operations customer. Any time you have a partnership like this, it’s good for both agencies from the 
standpoint of that relationship 

ALA Commissary Council Meeting with DeCA chiefs.  The Meet and Greet session last week featured Edward W. 
Walters III, Executive Director, Sales, Marketing and Logistics; Bonita Moffett, Director, Sales; and Norm Brown, Director, 
Marketing.   Commissary Council, committee chairs presented the purpose and current working focus for each of the 
Commissary Council Committees.  During the meeting, the guest speakers discussed revamping the YES! Program, 
continuing to increase savings and continuing the review options for the Rewards Card. Other notes are below.   

• Push program could produce an additional $6MM in sales for OTBs and Shippers. Estimated $250K lost in sales each 
DP. Looking at push program for new items is another future goal. 

• Sale signs mentioned with regular and sale price- hoping this will see forward movement 

• Mr. Walters/ Ms. Moffett mentioned they would like feedback on the night resets 

• Commissary Council would like input from DeCA on current committees, objectives, any further needs 

• Commissary Council is gathering questions for the ALA National Convention in October. These questions should be 
submitted to Amanda Herold (aherold@eurpac.com) NLT 9/23/22. Questions will be submitted to DeCA to create 
content for the upcoming convention. 

• Continue collaboration approach- made some great strides with more key objectives to come 

• Continue to focus on OCONUS with extra on Europe 

• Reward Card top priority 

• Work on cross functionality 

• Swell allowance, vendor stocking, one billing key initiatives coming out- listening sessions happening next two weeks 

Pentagon Press spokesman General Ryder from the Pentagon Press podium.   

“Let me -- let me just give you a little bit of context. And what I would tell you is that we're posting some fact sheets to 
our website on each of the initiatives that I laid out that will deep dive, that will provide you and, importantly, our 
military members and their families with a lot of additional information.  

mailto:aherold@eurpac.com


But in essence for the commissaries specifically, what we've done is we've changed the commissary funding model to 
ensure that the Defense Commissary Agency can provide savings by eliminating the requirement for them to earn a profit 
margin from higher prices to pay their operating costs. So, in other words, they're able to now use that money instead to 
put into buying down the costs of food.  

Q (Barbara): OK. So let me follow up on that. Can you provide us with how much money are you talking about in total? 
How long do you expect to have to do this? Is there a means test or is it any one of any rank and income that is qualified 
to shop in a commissary, can take advantage of these savings. Have you identified food products such as healthy foods 
that this will apply to or does this also apply to junk food?  

 
GEN. RYDER: Can you define junk food for me?  

Q (Barbara): I was going to say, however the U.S. military would define junk food, I'll leave that to you.  

Kind of really a much deeper look at the economics of it because I think it has been quite a while since the federal 
government got involved in many years in controlling anything related to food prices. Are you worried the commissaries 
will have enough of a profit margin to stay in business? Are you worried that this now puts you in direct competition with 
the private food sector? But especially means tests, how long, how much money? When will you know? What do you 
have to see in food prices to stop this, to call a conclusion to this effort? Just...  

GEN. RYDER: Yes, so let's -- so there's a lot of questions there, Barbara. But, again, I think the fact sheet that we'll be able 
to provide you will be able to answer some of the more detailed aspects.  And, again, that will be available online to 
everyone here afterwards. What I would say first of all is in regard to your question who benefits from this, anyone who 
can shop at a commissary will benefit from this. It will take effect, you will probably see within two weeks because every 
two weeks is when the commissaries go and they will look at prices in the you know, was when they were buying their 
food and adjusting prices. But within two weeks you'll see prices drop by 25 percent in the commissary thus benefiting 
anybody who shops there.  

This applies to essentially, you know, most products in the commissary but in particular it's going to affect staples like 
bread, milk, eggs as compared to grocery stores that are off installation. And so again a lot of this has to go -- goes back 
to the funding model, in that previously, the commissaries had to use a lot of the money that they were bringing in in 
order to maintain a profit margin, in order to sustain themselves. 

They still have a requirement to pay for their own operating costs by law, they have to dedicate approximately -- let's see 
here -- well, we can get -- again, we can get you those numbers -- I'm sorry -- collect a surcharge of five percent to pay for 
commissary construction, equipment, maintenance, but the bottom line is by reducing the overhead that it takes to run a 
commissary, we're now able to use those funds to help reduce the prices of the food in the commissary -- and the -- the 
key point here being, for our military members and their families, to be able to, you know, address their -- their needs 
and -- and assist them. 

Q (Barbara): ... a very quick follow up -- if they are reducing, at your direction, their profit margin, what guarantee do you 
have that they will continue to purchase enough food supplies for their customers and that there won't be shortages, 
because they won't have enough money that they're going to want to maintain their profit margin and not put money 
towards these less expensive food prices, therefore perhaps having a shortage because they won't want to spend the 
money on it? What guarantees do you have from them that they will carry through on this and there won't be food 
shortages? 

GEN. RYDER: We're -- we're confident with the -- with the way -- with the way that the commissaries are managed that 
essentially by changing the -- the funding model and going back to the model that had been used a while ago, we will be 
able to sustain and there will not be food shortages associated with this. 



Again, we can go ahead and take your question. I -- I don't want to spend, you know -- yeah -- spend the -- the entire 
briefing on that -- but -- but, you know, the bottom line here is what our military members and their families are going to 
see is, in very short order, the ability to buy food at cheaper prices at the commissary, which is part of our commitment to 
taking care of our military families and those who serve. 

Let me go to Luis. 

Q (Luis): ... follow up on the commissary questions and two Ukraine questions, if I may.  

Was this action prompted by the inflation triggers of recent months or was this something that was already in the work 
previously, was ...  

GEN. RYDER: Absolutely not. So, this is -- exactly like I said in my -- my opening remarks -- this is -- and I -- and I'm not 
exaggerating here -- this is really personal for Secretary Austin. He wants our military men and women to be able to 
come home, to put food on the table, and to have the money in their pocket that they need to be able to live a healthy 
life, a comfortable life while they serve our nation. 

And so, this is one of his priorities -- I mean, from day one, taking care of people. And so, he has been working very 
closely with our leadership within the department, with the other services to identify areas where we can move out and 
take actions like this in order to help our service members.” 

AAFES Exchange Celebrates $72.6 Million Expansion with Grand Reopening Event.  ALA’s Larry Lapka from Joint Base 
Lewis-McChord, Wash.  More than 345,000 military shoppers in the Seattle/Tacoma area can now enjoy a modern 
shopping experience here at their local AAFES facility with the reopening of the newly renovated Lewis Exchange 
shopping center, which commenced business on Sept. 28. 

“This modern store demonstrates the Exchange’s dedication to Joint Base Lewis-McChord, the people who live and work 
here, and the retirees and veterans in the area as well,” said JB Lewis-McChord Garrison Commander Col. Phil Lamb 
during the ribbon-cutting ceremony.  

“Thank you to the Exchange for being true partners with us and standing with our community to make it better,” he 
added. 

In addition to Lamb, many other installation and Exchange dignitaries welcomed the $72.6 million facility to the base on 
the day it opened, including Vice Wing Commander Col. David J. Morales; Exchange Western Region Senior Vice 
President Ronny Rexrode; Exchange Senior Vice President of Real Estate Mike Smietana; Exchange Northwest Area 
Regional Vice President (VP) Carrie Cammel and JBLM Exchange General Manager (GM) Matthew Beatty. 

The 295,800-square-foot shopping center now houses an expanded food court, including Slim Chickens, Subway, Arby’s, 
and Charleys.  

In the expanded PX, shoppers will find American Eagle, Aerie, Old Navy, and other national brands as well as enhanced 
BE FIT, sports nutrition, gaming, and furniture concept shops. 

In the mall, the Exchange opened its 100th Starbucks location.  

The first Petco on a military installation; and its first Bath & Body Works shop worldwide as part of the project. 

Other improvements to the shopping experience include new flooring and lighting as well as a refreshed mall area with a 
new Military Clothing Store (MCS); beauty, barber, and optical shops; eyebrow threading service; U.S. Patriot Tactical; 
GNC; Wireless Advocates; a watch and jewelry repair store; Soleil Nail and Spa; The UPS Store; GameStop; Turkish 
Carpets and Gifts; Auntie Anne’s; and a new Class Six. 



Military shoppers can also look forward to dining at the new Sarku/Ming Tree. Construction on a Wahlburgers location is 
also underway. 

The Exchange started the project in 2018, an initiative funded by the Exchange, with the garrison supporting with 
$457,000 for the Military Clothing Store (MCS), and the U.S. Army Medical Command funding the $928,000 satellite 
pharmacy in the mall. 

“Because of pandemic delays and other unforeseen challenges, this project has been three years in the making,” Beatty 
said. “These improvements bring an improved and modern shopping experience to the Exchange, making this nearly 
296,000-square-foot shopping center look and feel like a store our customers would see outside the gate.” 

Army Specialist Carly Goodman, assigned here to the 62nd Medical Brigade, was among the first shoppers to explore the 
shopping center after the official grand reopening. 

“It’s beautiful! It’s up to date. It’s somewhere I want to come and shop even though I don’t live on post,” Specialist 
Goodman said. “The tax-free benefit is one of the biggest incentives. 

“There’s very competitive pricing, especially with inflation, and it’s expensive to live here. I have a newborn, so we buy 
everything from diapers to fishing gear — it’s a one-stop shop.” 

AAFES IG, EG Associates Increase Knowledge of Firearms Regulations at FBI-Hosted Retailer Event.  ALA’s Larry Lapka 
reports.  As part of the AAFES’ efforts to ensure proper firearm oversight and policy compliance, two headquarters 
associates — Executive Group-(EG) Firearm Program Specialist Sheldon Richburg and Assistant Inspector General (IG) III 
Paul Martinez — were invited to San Antonio, Texas to attend a National Instant Criminal Background Check System 
(NICS) Retailer Day event hosted by the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) Criminal Justice Information Service 
Division. 

A top priority for the Exchange is ensuring public safety and compliance with federal and state firearm laws and 
regulations during firearms sales transactions.  Agencies in attendance included the FBI; Bureau of Alcohol, Tobacco, 
Firearms and Explosives (ATF); and The National Shooting Sports Foundation (NSSF)  The collaborative event provided 
specialized training on several aspects of firearms retail operations, including industry best practice and compliance 
requirements with firearm laws, such as the Gun Control Act (GCA) and the National Firearms Act (NFA). 

The training was designed to inform industry leaders about regulatory standards to help ensure public safety through 
strict regulations adherence. The event included a presentation by NSSF on Operation Secure Store, “Don’t Lie for the 
Other Guy,” and information on suicide prevention.  The Exchange shares NSSF’s focus on the prevention of “straw 
purchases.” A straw purchase occurs when an actual firearm buyer who would not pass a background check uses 
another person to make the purchase.  

If a customer does not pass a background check, the Exchange automatically denies the sale and the transaction is 
terminated.  Exchange firearm associates are trained to identify straw purchase behaviors and know when it is 
appropriate to terminate a firearm sale. 

ATF Senior Industry Operations Investigator Arnell Turner provided regulatory support and guidance to industry 
members. Turner also reviewed valuable training on how to pass a firearm compliance inspection; proper completion of 
the ATF Form 4473 (a six-page Firearms Transaction Record that must be completed during every firearm sale); and 
specific state and local regulations. 

During the presentation, attendees also learned about emerging firearms trends and the top compliance violations 
discovered during ATF compliance inspections. Exchange program specialists and IG staff analyze inspection reports for 
trends and areas of opportunity. EG publishes helpful monthly firearms messages and top inspection findings based on 
the data in the MD portal. 



 FBI-NICS Liaison Specialist Eric Moore explained the NICS background process and described recent and future 
enhancements.  NICS is a national background check that was created by the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act 
(Brady Law) of 1993.   It is Exchange policy and best practice to conduct a NICS background check on every customer 
before the sale of a firearm to ensure they are not prohibited from obtaining a firearm.   Exchange firearm associates 
record results of the background check ATF Form 4473 and archived records as required by law.  The knowledge and 
information gained during the event is critical to maintain the level of oversight required for a firearms 
program.   Continual partnerships between EG and IG establishes a cohesive relationship to ensure public safety and 
compliance remain a top priority. 

Wide coverage of Pentagon plan for reduced commissary prices:  Compiled by ALA’s Stephen Kay.   

How DoD is helping commissary shoppers save more money 

… “Now industry needs to reciprocate on this show of faith in the benefit and help DeCA deliver on making this benefit all 
it can be,” said Steve Rossetti, president of the American Logistics Association, a trade organization made up of suppliers 
of products and services to the military resale agencies — commissaries, exchanges and morale, welfare, and recreation 
programs. 

DoD announces immediate and long-term actions to help strengthen the economic security and stability of service 
members and their families 

… These are also not the last steps that Secretary Austin and DOD leaders plan to take. The secretary is committed to 
working with service leaders, members of Congress and with advocates for military families on additional initiatives and 
opportunities to take care of our people, and he'll continue listening to our troops and their families about the challenges 
and the pressures they face, and the ways we can help … Fully fund our commissaries to cut prices at the register, with 
goal of achieving at least a 25 percent savings on grocery bills compared to the local marketplace. 

Pentagon plans to give troops bigger housing allowances, lower priced groceries 

… The biggest shifts will affect housing costs and allowances given for those changing bases, as well as lower prices at 
military commissaries. Those alterations will take effect “in the next couple of weeks,” Ryder said.  

Support for commissaries among Pentagon steps to help struggling military families 

… "We are cutting prices in our commissaries to achieve at least a 25 percent savings on grocery bills compared to the 
local marketplace," Under Secretary of Defense Gilbert Cisneros Jr. said in a press briefing Thursday. "Commissaries are 
one of the best benefits we are able to offer our service members and their families, and we are encouraging them to 
take advantage of the savings that we can provide. 

Air Force Brig. Gen. Pat Ryder, Pentagon Press Secretary, Holds a Press Briefing 

“… We've changed the commissary funding model to ensure that the Defense Commissary Agency is able to provide 
savings by eliminating the requirement for them to earn a profit margin from higher prices to pay their operating costs. 
So, in other words, they're able to now use that money instead to put into buying down the costs of food.” 

Pentagon lays out food, housing programs for troops 

“… Brig. Gen. Pat Ryder, the Pentagon press secretary, said the department is eliminating the requirement that 
commissaries maintain a specific profit margin to cover their operating costs, allowing them to lower prices on staples 
like bread, milk, and eggs. “ 

Bigger housing allowances, price cuts at commissaries coming under new Pentagon plan 
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“… Ryder had originally told reporters on Thursday that prices would drop by 25% but sent out a note on Friday that he 
had misspoken and that the reductions would be considerably smaller. "Service members and their families will soon see 
a 3-5 percent decrease in pricing on most grocery items in their commissaries," Ryder said in a statement Friday before 
noting that the goal is "to achieve at least 25% savings for commissary patrons." 

Housing allowances are about to go up for more than 100K troops 

“… The 25% savings is higher than the congressionally mandated 23.7% savings set when Congress allowed DoD to start 
adjusting commissary prices to reduce the amount of taxpayer dollars required to operate commissaries. Officials didn’t 
provide any comment about whether they will allow commissaries to go back to selling groceries at the price that 
represents the simple cost from the supplier.” 

Commissary fact sheet for at least 25% savings 

“… The commissary funding model is being changed to ensure the Defense Commissary Agency can provide the greatest 
savings possible to patrons. This action cuts grocery prices at the register to achieve at least 25% savings for commissary 
patrons.” 

DoD invests extra funding in benefit to help reduce prices and strengthen military family economic security 

…  DeCA is also expanding efforts to ensure all eligible patrons know about their benefit, particularly targeting the 
millions of disabled veterans (DAV) who became eligible for the benefit in January 2020, said Marine Sgt. Maj. Michael 
Saucedo, senior enlisted advisor to the DeCA director. “We are working closely with veterans’ groups to reach our DAVs 
and with the active-duty military to increase awareness of the benefit to troops earlier in their careers,” he said. “And as 
we spread the word on this much-needed benefit to all our eligible customers, we are striving to anticipate our patrons’ 
needs, offer premier customer service and do what it takes to be their grocery provider of choice.” 

Commissary benefit helps military community manage financial challenges 

“… Bill Moore said that despite all these ongoing global challenges, the commissary is in a perfect position to be a food 
security resource in DOD’s plan to strengthen economic security for the military community. “We are a food security 
resource for our customers, and as such, we are doing everything we can, and more, to get the products they need – at 
the lowest price possible.” 

Military Times article by Karen Jowers provides insight on significance of commissary price reductions that are in the 
works.  “Commissaries will no longer have to make a profit to help pay for operating costs.” 
“The intent is to no longer burden military families to partly pay for commissary operating costs, except for the statutory 
5% surcharge used for facilities upkeep,” said Defense Department spokesman Army Maj. Charlie Dietz, in response to 
Military Times’ questions. 
 
Austin directed DoD to “fully fund our commissaries to cut prices at the register, with the goal of achieving at least a 25 
percent savings on grocery bills compared to the local marketplace,” in his Sept. 22 memorandum outlining initiatives to 
help ease the economic pain and improve financial stability in the military community. The memo outlines steps DoD is 
taking to boost housing allowances, benefits related to permanent change of station moves, childcare, spouse 
employment, and others. 
 
“Our service members and families must be able to secure affordable basic needs,” Austin stated in the memo. 
The announcement about changes to commissary pricing “will be welcome news to military families, many of whom are 
struggling to make ends meet as prices continue to increase,” said Eileen Huck, government relations senior deputy 
director for the National Military Family Association. “We’re glad that [DoD] recognized that military families should not 
have to bear the burden of paying for commissary operating expenses. 
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“We hope these changes increase the value of the commissary benefit and help families’ grocery store dollars go 
farther.” 
 
Commissaries will still be able to use “variable pricing,” to mark up some items and mark down others. The commissary 
agency must be able to use this “to optimize the commissary benefit for military families, particularly those who are 
financially struggling,” Dietz said. “Variable pricing will allow DeCA to sell essential food items, like milk, eggs, bread, 
etc., below cost, which will provide the greatest savings on the items military families need the most.” 
Lawmakers wrote to Austin earlier this year, asking him to remove the requirement for commissaries to make a profit. 
They noted that commissaries generated a profit of $108 million in 2021, adding “that is $108 million out of our military 
families’ pockets.” Removing that requirement would have an “immediate, direct impact for families, lowering their 
grocery bills and extending their pay as a non-pay compensation benefit, and reducing food insecurity and inflationary 
effects,” the lawmakers wrote. 
 
Until 2017, commissary products were priced at the cost from the supplier, and the stores relied solely on taxpayer 
dollars to operate, in order to provide a cost-savings benefit to service members, families, retirees and certain others 
authorized to use the commissary. A 5% surcharge on customers’ purchases was — and still is — used primarily to fund 
construction and renovation of commissary stores. According to the Government Accountability Office, the changes 
implemented in 2017 have affected commissary savings. 
 
The cost of store operations, such as employees’ salaries, are funded primarily by taxpayer dollars, typically around $1.2 
billion a year, which is what the request for fiscal 2023 is. Some lawmakers have proposed increasing the funding over 
the administration’s request this year; those details are being worked out. 
 
The changes in 2017 came after decades-long pressure within DoD to reduce or eliminate the amount of taxpayer 
dollars used to fund the commissary benefit. So, DoD asked Congress to change the law to allow commissaries to start 
“variable pricing,” which gave them the ability to mark up prices on some products and mark down prices on others. 
The goal has been to decrease the amount of taxpayer dollars required to operate stores, with profits generated by 
marking up the prices of items under variable pricing. 
 
“Now industry needs to reciprocate on this show of faith in the benefit and help DeCA deliver on making this benefit all 
it can be,” said Steve Rossetti, president of the American Logistics Association, a trade organization made up of suppliers 
of products and services to the military resale agencies — commissaries, exchanges and morale, welfare, and recreation 
programs. 
 
Army food service contracting review amendment proposed for Senate NDAA.  Here’s the text of the measure offered 
by Senator Roy Blunt of Missouri.  

“The Secretary of the Army shall conduct a review of the practices of the Mission and Installation Contracting Command 
of the Army in executing existing food service contracts. 

       (2) Elements.--The review required by paragraph (1) shall examine the following: 

       (A) Whether current food service contract payment practices of the Mission and Installation Contracting Command 
are consistent with the contractual obligations and policy of such command, including-- 

       (i) delaying or withholding scheduled contractor payment; 

       (ii) making pre-payment deductions from contractor payment; 

       (iii) reducing contract payment price if the number of  

     alleged performance defects is within the acceptable quality  
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     level stated in the contract; and 

       (iv) reducing contractor payment based upon deficiencies without informing the contractor of such 
deficiencies. 

       (B) Whether current inspection practices are consistent with the contractual obligations and policy of such command, 

     including-- 

       (i) prohibiting a contractor or their representative from accompanying inspectors; and 

       (ii) refusing to provide to a contractor copies of inspection reports or results of an inspection. 

       (C) The percentage of deductions identified in the inspection process relating to food service contracts that are a 
direct result of the failure by the Department of the Army to replace or repair food service-related equipment. 

       (D) At which installations of the Army the practices specified in clauses (i) through (iv) of subparagraph (A) 
and clauses (i) and (ii) of subparagraph (B) have taken place  since October 1, 2021. (B) Report Required.--Not later than 
September 30, 2023, the Secretary of the Army shall submit to the Committees on Armed Services of the Senate and the 
House of Representatives report on the findings of the review conducted under subsection (a).” 

Retailers Locking Items to Deter Theft.  Shoppers are finding more empty space on store shelves, but not because the 
retailer is out of stock. In many cases, the items are locked away to prevent theft.  At a Best Buy Co. store in the suburbs 
of Houston, hundreds of items including Bose speakers and Fitbit activity trackers have been replaced by small blue signs 
that read, “This product kept in secured location,” and ask shoppers to find store workers for help. 
  
“There used to be a lot more on the floor itself than locked up in cages,” said Gary Pearce, a 47-year-old manager at a 
disaster restoration company who shops in the store weekly. 
The store is a sign of an endemic challenge for retailers: how to stop theft without shrinking profits or inconveniencing 
shoppers. Retailers have long dealt with theft, and frequency is down from a peak last winter for some, said retail 
executives. But theft attempt levels are higher than they were before the pandemic, the Wall Street Journal reports.  
  
Many large retailers, including Home Depot Inc., have been locking up more items while testing other solutions. They 
track high-risk goods and lock up items in regions or stores being hit hardest, retail executives say. Best Buy says it isn’t 
locking up more items overall than in the past but continues to do so where needed. 
  
Around $69.9 billion of products were stolen from retailers in 2019, according to the most recent data from the Retail 
Industry Leaders Association, which surveyed members. 
Theft surged after stores reopened early in the pandemic, retail industry executives say. In part, the rush to buy more 
online during that period led to more demand online for stolen goods, they say. In some cases, stores have been 
understaffed due to the tight labor market, which means fewer watchful eyes, say some executives. In addition, well-
organized theft groups working regionally have become prevalent, making the problem harder to solve than run-of-the 
mill shoplifting. 
Many retailers use a risk algorithm to determine which items to lock up and in what locations. A high-value item that is 
frequently stolen is a good candidate, say executives. Retailers often try other deterrents first, like moving a product 
closer to staffed registers, attaching an alarm that is removed at checkout or using more visible security staff. 
  
Less-expensive items can get similar treatment. “For a store to be locking things up like toothpaste, Spam or honey, they 
would have had to have been repeatedly targeted over a period of time,” said Ben Dugan, director of organized retail 
crime at CVS Health Corp. and president of the Coalition of Law Enforcement and Retail, a group that facilitates planning 
between retailers and law enforcement. 
  



Home Depot has been locking up more products during the past 12 months as a stopgap while testing more customer- 
friendly, higher-tech solutions. “It’s a triage-type scenario. It’s stopped the bleeding and give yourself some time,” said 
Scott Glenn, vice president of asset protection at Home Depot. 
Overall theft attempts at Home Depot continue to rise compared with before the pandemic, Mr. Glenn said. Shoppers 
don’t like when items are locked and Home Depot tries to avoid it, he said. But after a high-theft item is locked up, sales 
gradually go up because the store stays more consistently in-stock, Mr. Glenn said. 

“Other transaction Authorities” contracting method being overhauled.   While a recent audit of the Pentagon’s use 
of nontraditional Other Transaction (OT) authorities in contracting showed no illegalities, the Defense Department’s 
internal watchdog found significant holes in policies for ensuring compliance with federal law — lacunae that could 
easily have resulted in violations. 

The Defense Department concurred with the audit’s finding, and now has begun work to write new oversight guidelines, 
a DoD spokesperson told Breaking Defense.  “Defense Pricing and Contracting …  has agreed to develop and implement 
recommended guidance in the update to the Other Transactions (OT) Guide [PDF], which is currently planned for release 
by the end of the calendar year (2022),” the spokesperson said. 

The Office of Inspector General (OIG), in a Sept. 8 audit, found that “DoD needs additional policy to ensure agreement 
personnel take the necessary steps to verify the requirements of the laws are met before making the award,” an OIG 
spokesperson told Breaking Defense. 

 The objective of the review, titled “Audit of DoD Other Transactions and the Use of Nontraditional Contractors and 
Resource Sharing (DODIG-2022-127),” was “to determine whether the DoD awarded Other Transactions (OT) for 
prototypes in accordance with applicable Federal laws and DoD policies,” according to the audit report. 

OT awards, also known as OTAs, are another tool like Section 804 Middle Tier of Acquisition (MTA) authorities originally 
created by Congress in 2016 to allow rapid prototyping and/or rapid fielding of breakthrough technologies in part by 
waiving certain requirements of federal acquisition law for measuring performance. Under MTA, program managers can 
forgo several oversight activities such as certain planning reports and independent cost assessments. Thus, the use of 
those authorities is increasingly popular with Pentagon developers trying to move “with speed” as DoD leaders routinely 
intone, but it is also increasingly drawing scrutiny from lawmakers and oversight officials. 

For the most recent review, OIG review looked at 34 standalone prototype awards valued at $5 billion — a “subset of a 
universe of 889 standalone prototype OT awards” from a list of fiscal years 2019 and 2020, worth $23.58 billion, 
provided to Congress by the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense (Acquisition and Sustainment) in a report required 
by the National Defense Authorization Act for 2021. 

These included “12 Army awards valued at $1.85 billion, 12 Navy awards valued at $257.7 million, and 10 Air Force 
awards valued at $2.9 billion,” the OIG spokesperson added. 

One of the programs reviewed, for example, was the Office of Naval Research’s Armored Reconnaissance Vehicle (ARV) 
Research Area 2 Full System Technology Demonstrator. The ARV effort involves Corps, with General Dynamics and 
Textron now building final versions for the service to evaluate in December. The OIG initially found that the Navy had 
incorrectly awarded some $800,000 under the program, but the Navy was “able to locate a letter” after the audit was 
finished “documenting” the award was appropriate, according to the OIG’s report. The Office of Naval Research did not 
respond to a request for comment.  

Food inflation.  In September 2018, bacon cost $5.50 per pound, according to BLS averages. Today, those delicious piggy 
strips will run you about $7.99 per pound for your run-of-the-mill brand.   That’s a 45 percent price jump.  Milk is even 
worse. In 2018, one gallon of whole milk cost $2.98. Now, the grocery store’s off-brand milk costs $4.89, a price increase 
of almost 70 percent.   Milk is an input into multiple other foods, such as cheese, sour cream, cream for your morning 
coffee, and more. So, when milk goes up, it has a big effect on the prices of many other edibles.  The other two non-
specialty brands available, both Midwest-specific, cost $4.99 per gallon and a whopping $5.39.   Eggs are some of the 
worst offenders of all. Americans paid $1.65 for a dozen of Grade A, large eggs in 2018. Now, those eggs cost $3.49 for 
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12.  Bread and pasta used to be reliably inexpensive staples of the American diet. It’s why go-to meals for lower-income 
families often include PB&Js for lunch and spaghetti for dinner. But they’re not so inexpensive anymore.  Wheat bread in 
2018 cost $1.95 per pound. Now it costs $3.19, a 64 percent rise.  The cost of white bread has skyrocketed. Four years 
ago, it ran consumers just $1.29 per pound. Today it’s $2.79. That’s a 116 percent spike.  And while the price 
of spaghetti in September 2018 was $1.20 per pound, America’s go-to pasta now costs $1.84, meaning it’s risen in price 
by more than half.  Speaking of rising by half, that’s also what’s happened to the price of sugar. Four years ago, it cost 
just 58 cents per pound. Now it costs 87.  Flour is even worse, with a 70 percent increase. In 2018 it cost an average of 
47 cents per pound, and today it costs 80.  Chicken breasts cost an average of $2.90 per pound during the Trump 
midterm era. During Biden’s midterm season, they are running at $4.99 per pound. That’s a 72 percent increase for what 
was arguably one of the most basic, versatile, and affordable of poultry proteins. The upward trend started about the 
same time the Biden administration took the reins of the U.S. economy.  Ground beef, another staple, is up from $3.74 
per pound in 2018 to a staggering $6.29 per pound now. No, that’s not for organic. It’s a good thing the summer season 
is coming to a close, because those cookouts were getting painfully expensive — 68 percent more expensive for the 
burgers than just a few years ago.  The cheese for the top of those burgers went up a bit too. While cheddar cheese ran 
about $5.13 per pound in 2018, it’s up to about $6.00 now, for a nearly 17 percent rise.  In September 2018, potato 
chips were $4.43 for 16 ounces. Now they cost more than that for a regular price 8-ounce bag. 

Household food stress.  The share of people who say they live in households where there was either sometimes 
or often not enough to eat in the last seven days has climbed to 11.5%, accord ing to the most recent US Census 
Bureau Household Pulse Survey conducted in late July and early August.  

That’s up from the 10.2% recorded by the survey in late December and early January, just after the final monthly 
child tax credit payment was distributed. The share had been even lower in the late summer and early fall of 
2021, when the monthly installments were being sent. 

Meanwhile, shopping in the supermarket is taking a bigger bite out of people’s wallets. Egg prices have 
skyrocketed nearly 40% over the past year, while flour is 23% costlier. Milk and bread are up 17% and 16% 
respectively, while chicken is nearly 17% more expensive.   

Starting next month, it will be a little easier for those in the food stamp program to afford groceries because the 
annual inflation adjustment will kick in. Beneficiaries will see an increase in benefits of 12%, or an average of $26 
per person, per month. This comes on top of last year’s  revision to the Thrifty Food Plan, upon which benefits 
are based, which raised the average monthly payment by $36 per person.  

Still, the upward march in prices has driven more people to food pantries, which are also struggling to stock the 
shelves amid higher prices. 

Some 40% of food banks reported seeing an increase in the number of people served in July compared with June, 
according to a survey conducted by Feeding America, which has more than 60,000 food pantries, meal programs 
and partner agencies in its network. The average increase was about 10% more people. Another 40% said 
demand remained about level. 

Many food pantries don’t have the resources to meet this increased demand, said Claire Babineaux-Fontenot, 
Feeding America’s CEO, noting that she’s seen sites with nearly empty shelves but long lines out the door.  

The network provided 1.4 billion fewer meals in the fiscal year ending June 30 than the  year before. 

The USDA announced earlier this month that it will provide nearly $1.5 billion in additional funding for 
emergency food assistance, which will help alleviate the supply shortages at food banks and pantries.   

Grocery Retailers Say Biggest “Threats” Are Inflation, Supply Chain Disruptions.  Invafresh, the industry leading fresh 
grocery platform, today announces the findings of its 2022 Grocery Innovation Study, which surveyed 100+ grocery 
decision makers on how their businesses are being impacted by technology. 
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Findings from the study revealed overall cost reduction measures (48%) and a growing preference for fresh food and the 
need to maintain its quality (43%) are the main drivers for automating grocery store operations. Increasing margins 
(28%) and reducing food waste (27%) were perceived as the biggest challenges that technology can solve for the grocery 
industry. 

"Grocers exist at the front line of consumer issues, such as price sensitivities from inflation, supply chain disruptions, and 
staffing shortages, they are compelled to choose technology to address these issues and are increasingly aware of its 
benefits in reducing costs, optimizing processes, and in improving both product variety and their customers’ in-store 
experience.” 

The study found that while 64% of grocers believe digital-first grocers like Amazon Fresh pose at least a reasonable 
threat to their business, the biggest challenges they face are those brought on by Covid-19, specifically: 58% of grocers 
surveyed ranked inflation as one of the biggest threats to their business, followed by supply chain disruptions (48%), and 
labor costs and availability (43%). 

The study showed grocery retailers are willing to adopt new technology as they view AI and automation as helping to 
solve the key challenges they face. These include reducing cost (43%), improving the customer experience (37%), dealing 
with labor shortage issues (34%), increasing the quality of products offered (33%), and improving visibility into in-store 
processes (32%). 
 
“Ultimately, grocers want to be able to see and measure the results of their technology investments. The positive ROI of 
automation is leading more grocers to commit to increasing their budgets next year,” added Spencer. “Grocers are 
thinking about how technology can be applied across their entire perimeter store operations.” 
 
In addition to automation, grocery retailers have become increasingly omnichannel focused with 92% having online 
ordering capabilities, 89% providing an online delivery option, and 81% offering curb-side pickup. 

Michigan-based Meijer disclosed that it will offer a rolling set of automatic dollar-off and percentage-off discounts – 
from $5 to $10 and 5% to 10%, respectively – on SNAP purchases of qualifying fruits and vegetables.  Instacart 
provided input as well, detailing the launch of a major new health and nutrition initiative that spans new products, 
partnerships and services; Instacart also shared that it will work with the U.S. Department of Agriculture to incorporate 
SNAP into its online platform. Also sharing their specific commitments to this pillar of action: Danone, Dole Packaged 
Foods, and Tyson Foods, which is investing $255 million in anti-hunger charities to boost access to nutritious protein 
products in underserved and rural communities. 

Bill promotes trucking jobs for Vets.  Two senators have introduced a bill that would allow schools with trucking 
programs to expand veterans' access to commercial driver's licenses as the trucking industry faces a shortage of drivers 
across the country. 

The proposed legislation introduced by Sens. Alex Padilla, D-Calif., and Deb Fischer, R-Neb., would permit a new 
secondary campus with the same course of study as its primary accredited school to provide licenses to veterans if the 
campus is approved by a state agency. 

At least one in 10 truckers are veterans, according to a census report from 2019. Nicholas Geale, vice president of 
workforce and labor policy at the American Trucking Associations, a national trade group, said in June that the trucker 
driver shortage is expected to double by 2030. The trucking trade group reported the industry was short 80,000 drivers 
in 2021. 

In April, the White House took action to recruit veterans and troops leaving the service into some of the tens of 
thousands of vacancies in the commercial trucking industry by establishing a new task force.  
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State minimum wage hikes lag feds.  As resale agencies hiked their minimum wage to $15 an hour, costing hundreds of 
millions of dollars, states have lagged.   The official rate for commercial businesses remains at $7.25 an hour.  Missouri 
and Delaware are phasing in a $12 wage and 11 states are tailoring their wage to inflation.  Colorado announced the 
statewide rate will go to $13.65 from $123.56.  Florida’s going to $11 from $10 and Michigan to $12.  Hawaii will go to 
$12 on October 1.  

Grocers and retailers of all sizes are in favor of bipartisan legislation introduced in the House of Representative that 
would require more than one network option on credit cards, giving food retailers greater choice in payment 
routing.  ALA has endorsed the measures with some in Congress considering providing relief for military exchanges 
which are coping with higher interchange fees.  Also, FMI endorsed legislation introduced in the U.S. House of 
Representatives by Reps. Peter Welch, D-Vt., and Lance Gooden, R-Texas, to require more than one network option on 
credit cards, giving food retailers and other merchants greater choice in payment routing and fostering innovations in 
vendor services and fraud protection for merchants and consumers alike. The House bill (H.R. 8874) is companion 
legislation to the bipartisan Credit Card Competition Act (S. 4674) sponsored by Sens. Dick Durban, D-Ill., and Roger 
Marshall, R-Kan., earlier this year.  

“FMI commends Reps. Welch and Gooden for prioritizing increased competition in the credit card market through the 
introduction of this critical legislation,” said Jennifer Hatcher, chief public policy officer and SVP, government relations at 
Arlington, Va.-based FMI. “We are grateful for their support to provide more routing choices for businesses like food 
retailers, and we are proud to endorse the Credit Card Competition Act.” 

Added Hatcher: “Grocers are committed to serving all their customers, regardless of how they pay. Unfortunately, credit 
card companies have exponentially increased the hidden processing fees that grocers and ultimately consumers are 
forced to pay for accepting credit cards as payment. Card processing fees in the U.S. are some of the highest in the 
world, totaling $137.8 billion in 2021, according to Nilson Report, and costing the typical American family an average of 
$900 per year. Excessively high credit swipe fees reduce the ability of grocery stores to invest in their businesses and 
keep prices as low as possible for their customers.” 

Retail and wholesale community grocers comprising the independent sector of the food distribution industry have also 
expressed their support for the House bill. 

“Credit card payments are among the highest costs of doing business for many U.S. merchants, including independent 
community grocers,” noted Christopher Jones, SVP of government relations and counsel at Washington, D.C.-
based National Grocers Association (NGA), which represents the independent sector. “These ‘swipe fees’ have a direct 
impact on our members’ operations and the viability of their businesses. Swipe fees are the second-largest operating 
costs for grocers and are out of their control.”  

Both founding members of the Merchants Payments Coalition, FMI and NGA recently joined more than 230 state, 
regional and national associations across all 50 states and Puerto Rico in a letter urging House members to support the 
Credit Card Competition Act. The trade associations also facilitated a letter signed by almost 1,700 companies of various 
sizes and industries across the United States similarly urging representatives to co-sponsor the bipartisan legislation.  

Wine powers economy.  The American wine industry will generate more than $276 billion in domestic economic activity 
this year, with almost a third of the output coming from California, according to a study released Wednesday. The report 
was sponsored by the WineAmerica trade group from a study conducted by John Dunham & Associates, an economic 
consulting firm, and released at a Washington, D.C., news conference. The survey not only focused on the direct 
economic effects from wine production but also included the impact from suppliers and in areas such as real estate and 
transportation. It found there was $6.5 billion in direct economic activity in California for wine tourism ― which is a vital 
driver in the North Bay ― producing 75,831 jobs. In California, the report found an overall economic impact of $88 
billion that contributed to 513,738 jobs and $32 billion in wages. 
 
Macy’s new major player competing in the third-party online marketplace.  Department store retailer Macy’s Inc. is 
officially launching a new digital marketplace on its e-commerce site. Initially announced in November 2021, the 
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marketplace provides customers with a curated assortment of 400 new brands and products in 20 merchandise 
categories from third-party merchants and brand partners. Marketplace items will be seamlessly integrated into the 
product assortment of the e-commerce site during fall 2022. 

Issues, challenges innovation, massive commissary boost converge at October 11-13 Norfolk ALA Conference to indeed 
fulfill the Conference Theme: Resale Relevance Renaissance.  Details and registration on the ALA website.   

Retailers Face Pressure on Discounts as Inflation Rises.  Retailers and their finance chiefs are facing a challenge 
balancing consumer expectations for discounts and the need to keep raising prices to offset high inflation. 
Major retailers including Macy’s Inc., Walmart Inc. and Target Corp. in recent months have used markdowns to clear out 
excess stock after miscalculating customer demand earlier in the year. General and specialty retailers saw their days of 
inventory outstanding—a metric that describes how long a company holds its stock before turning it into sales—increase 
to an average of 63.7 days in the second quarter from 57.4 days a year earlier, according to Hackett Group Inc., a 
business advisory firm. Across all industries, that figure has remained about flat at an average of 46.5 days in the second 
quarter, according to a Hackett survey, reports the Wall Street Journal.  
  
With more discounts available and additional inventory being sold through off-price retailers, consumers are expecting 
to find good deals, executives said. Within the apparel and footwear industry, in particular, available discounts increased 
in August by 1.43 percentage points, compared with a 3.29 percentage point decline a year earlier, according to data 
compiled by UBS Evidence Lab, a division of the financial firm UBS Group AG. Last month, the aver-age discount at such 
retailers was 16%, up from 15% a year earlier, UBS said. 
That is prompting competitors to fine-tune their pricing strategies, offering discounts to stay competitive even as they 
grapple with higher costs. 
  
Bath & Body Works Inc., which sells home fragrances, soaps, and lotions, is among the retailers that expect to run more 
promotions heading into the end of the year and the holiday season, Wendy Arlin, the company’s finance chief, said at 
an investor conference this month. Bath & Body Works is working to retain more profit from its promotions, she said. 
For instance, rather than selling six soaps for $26, or $4.33 a piece, it is now selling five soaps for $25, or $5 a piece, she 
said. “Ultimately, we want our promotions to generate margin dollars,” Ms. Arlin said. 
  
Columbus, Ohio-based Bath & Body Works is grappling with the effects of inflation. The company said in August it would 
eliminate $30 million in expenses this fiscal year, including through layoffs at the corporate level. Earnings from 
continuing operations fell 44% during the quarter ended July 30, to $120 million. Net sales fell 5% during the quarter, to 
$1.62 billion. The company’s operating margin fell to 15% from 18.1% a year earlier, according to Fact-Set, a data 
provider. “It’s a balance for us. So, our customer loves a deal, and so we have to be very careful to price in a way that it 
still resonates with the customer,” Ms. Arlin said at the conference. 
Retailers have been forced to sacrifice profit margins as they lean more heavily on discounts to clear inventory and stay 
competitive, said Steve Caine, head of retail pricing at the advisory firm Bain & Co. “The ones that are doing it smartly 
are trying to be less democratic,” Mr. Caine said. 
 
In memoriam.  Arnold Fisher, 1932 — 2022  Builder Provided Care for Wounded Warriors.   The U.S. Army shipped 
Arnold Fisher to Korea, where he served as a corporal during the Korean War. After Mr. Fisher returned home to New 
York, he married, had children, joined his family’s real-estate development company, Fisher Brothers, and oversaw 
construction of skyscrapers. 
 
His military mission had only just begun.  Supporting the troops was a family tradition. One of his uncles, Zachary Fisher, 
saved a World War II aircraft carrier, the USS Intrepid, from the scrapyard in the 1970s and turned it into a museum on 
the Hudson River in New York. He also headed the Fisher House Foundation, which provides free lodging for military 
families while their loved ones are in hospitals.  After Zachary Fisher died in 1999, Arnold Fisher helped run the 
foundation and expanded the family’s support into new areas. Among other things, he raised money to provide larger 
benefits to survivors of troops killed in action. After the U.S. government increased such benefits, Mr. Fisher looked for a 
new cause. Deter-mined to improve treatment of military personnel who had lost limbs, he raised funds and oversaw 
development of the Center for the Intrepid in San Antonio, opened in 2007. 



  
Then Mr. Fisher turned his attention to wounds from traumatic brain injuries and psychological distress. The result was 
more fundraising to create the National Intrepid Center of Excellence in Bethesda, Md., and later satellite facilities 
around the country.  “We don’t want government money,” Mr. Fisher said. “I can build these things in half the time at 
half the cost and twice the quality as the government.”  Mr. Fisher died Sept. 11 at his home in Pine Plains, N.Y. He was 
89 and had been under treatment for cancer. 
He kept a low profile but received honors for his philanthropy, including a Presidential Citizens Medal from former 
President George W. Bush and an honorary knighthood from Queen Elizabeth II. 
  
The Army saluted Mr. Fisher by promoting him from corporal, his rank during the Korean War, to honorary sergeant 
major. When the promotion was announced in 2007, Mr. Fisher quipped, “Where’s my back pay?”   
  
Arnold Leonard Fisher, an only child, was born Dec. 24, 1932, and grew up in the Forest Hills section of Queens. His 
grandfather, Carl Fisher, was a stonemason who immigrated from Eastern Europe and initially worked in New York as a 
bricklayer.  His father was Larry Fisher, who, with his brothers Martin and Zachary, formed Fisher Brothers. They started 
out as bricklayers, transitioned into general contractors, and later moved into real-estate development and 
investment.  After his discharge from the Army, Mr. Fisher attended college for about a year and then joined Fisher 
Brothers. He started out on construction sites and switched to working in the office in the mid-1960s.  Though Mr. Fisher 
favored red socks and flashy neckties, he was otherwise old-school. “It was hard for him not to wear a tie to work, and it 
was certainly hard for him not to bemoan those who didn’t wear a tie to work, but he adjusted, and he wanted to be 
part of the new world, at least to a point,” Martin Edelman, a legal adviser to Fisher Brothers, said in a eulogy.  On the 
topic of heart attacks, Mr. Fisher affirmed, “I give them, I don’t get them.” 
  
He worried about less-obvious wounds. “You take a guy who’s missing half an arm or in a wheelchair and everyone can 
see what he needs,” he told The Wall Street Journal. “But when a guy comes back and looks normal but doesn’t act 
normal, we don’t know what to do. And we’ve got hundreds of thousands of these people.”  
  
He enlisted Gen. Richard Cody, a former vice chief of staff of the Army, to help him slice through Defense Department 
bureaucracy in building medical facilities. When Pentagon officials quibbled about some of his projects, Mr. Fisher was 
known to slam his fist on the table and stalk out of the room, but only after vowing that he would never surrender. 
Mr. Fisher had a farm to breed Arabian show horses in upstate 
New York and a home in Palm Beach, Fla. He is survived by his wife, Sally Ogden, along with three children, 12 
grandchildren and two great-grandchildren. 
  
In a 2006 interview with the Journal, Mr. Fisher said: “Don’t use the word charity with regard to the military. This is 
duty.”  Courtesy Wall Street Journal.  
 
Darden Restaurants Inc. posted a 16% drop in quarterly profit as higher sales at Olive Garden and the company’s other 
restaurants failed to offset rising food and labor costs. 
Darden, which also operates chains such as LongHorn Steakhouse and Capital Grille, on Thursday said sales rose 6.1% in 
its fiscal first quarter to $2.45 billion, just under the $2.47 billion Wall Street analysts had been expecting. 
Meanwhile, profit fell to $193 million from $230.9 million a year earlier, with consistent drops seen across its brands. 
Costs rose nearly 9% during the quarter, with increases for food and beverages, labor, marketing, and other restaurant 
expenses. 
  
Chief Executive Rick Cardenas said the company was grappling with the impacts of high inflation and uncertain 
macroeconomic conditions. Even so, consumers appear to have resumed their usual dining patterns. “We saw more 
normal seasonality return to our business,” he said. 
The restaurant operator, based in Orlando, Fla., managed to remain profitable throughout most of the pandemic and 
has been logging higher quarterly sales over the past year as customers’ appetite for eating out rebounded. 
  



But the company’s bottom line has been pressured by rising costs for food, beverages, and labor that it has been 
hesitant to pass on to customers. Darden has been setting its price increases below the recent historic levels of inflation, 
hoping to protect the value proposition of its brands and avoid the sticker shock diners have been feeling elsewhere. 
 
Costco Wholesale Corp. posted higher sales in the most recent quarter, the latest indication that the warehouse 
retailer remains a haven for consumers dealing with persistent inflation.  The Issaquah, Wash.-based company’s 
revenue rose 15% to $72.09 billion in the fourth quarter. The average estimate of analysts polled by FactSet was $72.04 
billion.  Comparable sales, representing those from stores and digital channels operating for at least 12 months, rose 
nearly 14% in the quarter compared with the same period last year. E-commerce sales rose 7.1% during the same 
period. 
The company has remained a popular destination as inflation has crimped consumers’ spending power.  Costco posted 
net income of $1.87 billion, or $4.20 a share, for the quarter ended Aug. 28, up from net income of $1.67 billion, or 
$3.76 a share, a year earlier. Analysts polled by FactSet expected $4.19 a share.  Chief Financial Officer Richard Galanti 
said the company has no specific plans for a membership fee increase at the moment but noted that at some point one 
will take place. 
  
Remarkably, the share of consumers willing to shell out even more for a Costco membership has only grown as prices for 
everything else have increased. In a spring survey conducted by Jefferies, 48% of Costco members said they are willing 
to pay more for their memberships, an increase from 38% a year earlier.  Remarkably, Costco’s operating margins last 
quarter were 3.5%— just a hair below the 3.6% seen a year earlier during a time when other retailers have faced 
significant margin pressure. Part of that is a built-in advantage. Because Costco has limited offerings— fewer than 4,000 
stock-keeping units in stores—but buys huge volumes, employees tasked with purchasing goods have a lot of knowledge 
on cost components involved in a product, giving them bargaining power, Mr. Galanti said. He added that there has 
been a rebound in Costco’s travel business— a smaller revenue driver that contributes a lot to margins. 
  
Retailer to Hire Up to 100,000 for Holidays 
Target Corp. said it plans to hire up to 100,000 seasonal workers in stores and warehouses across the U.S. The level of 
hiring is consistent with last year.  Target’s hiring plans come as U.S. retailers are contending with changes in buying 
behavior. Demand, which boomed for much of the pandemic, has weakened as inflation has pushed consumers to limit 
spending. 
  
Dairy pressure.   Lower milk production on U.S. dairy farms and labor shortages for processing plants have weighed on 
butter output for months, leaving the amount of butter in U.S. cold storage facilities at the end of July the lowest since 
2017, according to the Agriculture Department. 
Tight supplies have sent butter prices soaring at U.S. supermarkets, surpassing most other foods in the past year. U.S. 
grocery prices in August rose 13.5% during the past 12 months, the largest annual increase since 1979, according to the 
Labor Department. Butter outstripped those gains, rising 24.6% over the same period. 

What Is the Biggest Growth Opportunity for Grocery Leaders?  Report looks at media monetization and barriers for 
retailers  Media monetization is top of mind for today’s grocery and CPG executives, yet a lack of expertise in the 
discipline is holding many back from harnessing its full potential, according to a new report from online platform 
Grocery Doppio. The platform is a free, independent source of grocery insights and data operated by industry insights 
firm Incisiv and digital commerce and fulfillment solutions provider Wynshop. 

The report, entitled "State of Digital Grocery: The Media Monetization Opportunity," surveyed 161 grocery leaders and 
67 senior CPG executives, and found that 86% of grocers say they need additional revenue streams to make their digital 
operations profitable. Some 78% of respondents regard media monetization as an important growth opportunity, 
followed by 61% who believe food/deli delivery is important and 34% that are looking at subscription services. 
Additionally, 63% are either actively evaluating or already integrating with media monetization platforms. 

“The market is speaking very clearly on this one,” said Gaurav Pant, chief insights officer of both Incisiv and Grocery 
Doppio. “CPG media buyers want a better solution and grocers know that media monetization is crucial to their strategic 
future and growth, but grocers are still struggling to catch up with the capabilities of third-party platforms.” 
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Indeed, the report found that 83% of grocers view the media platforms of third-party delivery partners as a competitive 
threat and 69% fear losing touch with their customers as a result of third-party platforms. While retailers understand the 
importance of media monetization, only 13% believe they could offer a superior media monetization service than those 
available from third-party partners. 

While building an end-to-end media platform can be complicated and difficult, the report states that grocers should 
focus on finding talent that can help them meet their goals, targeting capabilities, having the ability to accurately 
measure media performance and transparently share it with partners, and exploring and building innovative new media 
products.  

“As online sales become a greater share of each grocery retailer's business, the opportunity to monetize their audience 
at the point of purchase is also growing,” said Charlie Kaplan, chief strategy officer at Miami-based Wynshop. “This is a 
$2-$4 billion opportunity for grocers; easy and immediate access to a media monetization network and resources is 
critical to improving the grocer’s bottom line.” 

Best regards, 

Steve Rossetti 


